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1 • Introduction 
In this note we consider some numerical examples solved by explicit 
one-step methods as given in [1], One step methods for linear initial 
value problems I by P.J. van der Houwen. These examples are inital value 
problems for a system of ordinary differential equations of the type 
( 1 • 1 ) dU dt = DU + F, 
where U and Fare (vector) functions of the variable t, and Dis a 
matrix with constant entries. We shall denote functions of the continuous 
variable t by capitals and the corresponding discretized functions, i.e. 
the functions which arise from restructing t to a discrete set of points, 
by the corresponding lower cases. 
The aim is to obtain the relation between the computation time and 
the accuracy obtained. The computation time c needed to perform the cal-
culations is measured by the number of evaluations K of the right hand 
side of equation (1.1). 
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Further,~ denotes the difference solution at t = tk = kT and T the 
step along the t-axis. 
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The accuracy£ is defined by 
( 1.3) £ = max 
k=1 ,2, ••• ,K 
where Uk denotes the analytical solution at t = tk = kT and I I I 12 the 
euclidean norm. 
Scheme (1.2) will be applied to the diffusion equation. 
2. Reduction of the diffusion equation to a set of ordinary differential 
equations, 
Consider the following initial boundary yalue problem for the 
diffusion equation: 
u (x,t) 
( 2. 1) 
u ( 0, t) 
u ( 1 , t) 
= U (x,t) + G(x,t), 0.:. x.:. 1, 0 .:_ t ,:_ T, 
xx 
= U(x,O), O,:_x,:_1, t = o, 
= iP(O,t), 0 .:. t .:_ T, 
= iP(1,t), 0 < t .:_ T, 
where G(x,t), U(x,O) and iP(x,t) are given functions and [O,T] the 
integration interval along the t-axis. 
First we discretize the partial differential equation with respect 
to the x variable to obtain a set of linear equations. Here a three point 
approximation will be used for the second derivative U (see [5] ch. 6). 
xx 
Then problem (2,1) reduces to the initial value problem 
~ dU ~ dt = DU + F, 
U(h,O) 
(2.2) U(2h,O) 










UN-1 ( t) 
-2 0 0 
1 -2 0 
0 -2 0 
D -2 0 -2 0 = h 
0 -2 
0 0 1 -2 
and 
G,(t) + h-2 cI>(O,t) 
G2(t) + 0 
F = 
GN-2(t) + 0 
GN-1 ( t) + h-2 cI>(1,t) 
In these expressions h denotes the mesh-widtg along the x-axis, 
U.(t) = U(jh,t) and G.(t) = G(jh,t). Note that Dis a symmetrix matrix. 
J J 
3, Numerical solution of the initial value problem 
The problem has been solved numerically on the EL X8 computer of 
the Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam, by applying scheme (:l.2). 
It was shown in [ 1] that scheme ( 1 • 2) has an accuracy of order p and 
and is stable when 
T.:. B(n) / cr(D), 
5 
where cr(D) is the spectral radius of D and 8(n) is determined by the 
generating polynomial. 
P (TD)= A (TD)+ (TD)P+1B (TD), n = p+q+1, 





Here we employ the first order exact polynomial Pn(x) = Tn(1 + x2 ) 
n 
which is appropr~ate in cases where Dis a symmtric matrix (more general 
in cases where D has distinct real eigenvalues). 
The coefficients 8. 9f this generating polynomial are given by 
J 
where 
T(j)(1) - dj T (x)I 
n - j n x=1 dx 
and 8(n) is given by 
8(n) 2 = 2n. 
At the end of this note the values of 8- are listed for some values of 
J 
J and n in 12 decimals exact. 
We distinguish two cases: 
1) Fixed timesteps. 
The time step T equals the maximal allowed step, i.e. 
T = 8(n) / cr(D) = T stab. 
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2) Controlled timesteps. 
The timesteps Tk are chosen at each level in such a way that the 
euclidean norm of the local discretization error due to the x-discre-
tization equals the euclidean norm of the discretization error due to 
time discretization. To be more specific, we put 
This yields 
Tk = T = h2/(12((p+1)? - sp+ 1)) * /3,CC 
We shall use the approximation 
In our calculations we have used only± 10% of the available values 
a4u 
of -=-?I x=nh 
ax 
in order to save computation time. In addition the 
stability condition, mentioned above, is imposed on the scheme. 
4. Results 
The problems we have chosen satisfy the boundary conditions: 
U( 0, t) = U( 1, t) = 1. 
For a survey of the results we give the following table. 
U(x,t) U(x,0) 




-t ( 4) e x-x +1 1+x-x 4 
(1+t)- 10 (x-x4)+1 1+x-x 4 
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Table 1 
Survey of results 
method 
n 











1 ( +) 1 
1 ( x) 4 
1 (~) 8 





The diagrams are given at the end of this note. The numbers in the last 
column indicate the relative efficiency of the method. 
5. Concluding remarks 
As shown in table 1 the polynomial method is most efficient when: 
a) n is large 
b) T equals the maximum allowed timestep i.e.,= 'stab' in cases where 
the analytical solution is smoother on the t dependence than on x 
dependence (figure 2). 
c), equals, in cases where the analytical solution is smoother on 
ace 
the x dependence than on t dependence (figure 3). 
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6. The ALGOL program 
Before we deal with the structure of the program we give a list 









number of meshpoints along x-axis to be used in first 
calculation. 
step increase in number of meshpoints. 









coefficients of the polynomial 
to stop the program. 









calculates meshwidth hand Tstab· 
activates ANSOL for calculation of initial values of u. 
calculate~ tauacc and activates the formal procedures A, G. 
calculat~s the euclidean norm of the vector. 
calculates c~2 ) and activates CORTERM. 
calculates the analytical solution in the meshpoint on the 
level t. 
activates D, IDIT and calculates the vector c~i). 





calculates the vector Dµk. 
calculates the relative accuracy eps and delivers the values 
of ~ and eps. 
activates Pr string, NLCR and punches the code for carriage 
return. 
Pr string prints and punches the string parameter. 
Furthermore, we used the library procedures (e.g. the Input and Output-
procedures) as mentioned in [6]. 
We conclude this section with the complete version of the program 
in the case of variable timesteps. It will be clear that this program 
may be used for the same problem with fixed timesteps after some small 
changes in "cycle" and the procedure "INPUT". 
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begin comment cgl, 2007 diffusian equation with controlled timestep, 
270470, Ut= Uxx + exp(-t) x (x,l\4 + ·12 xx~ 2 - x) U(o,t)= 
U(1,t)= 1, U(x,O)= 1 + x - XJf--4, opl: U= 1 + exp(-t) X (x ""!"- x,f..4); 
integer k, k.max, n, N, Nmin1, Nmin2, i, I, j, first,epst, 1, per, J; 
real tau, taustab, h, eps, epsma.x, x, t, int, inx, h2de, beta, b2, 
'I2cie, tauconv, expon, taumax, taumin; 
procedure INPUT(inx, int, U); real inx, int; array U; 
begin h:= inx / N; h2de:= h x n;taustab:= h2de x beta / 4; NLCR; 
PRINITE:xT({:N=:f.); ABSFI:xT( 3, 0, N); TAB; PRINTTE:xT( -Pi=:f.); 
FLOI'( 3., 1 ., h); TAB; PRINTTE:xT( {:degree=;!,); ABSFI:xT(2, 0, I); TAB; 
PRINTTE:xT({:taustab=;I>); FLOI1(10, 1, taustab); NLCR; PRINTTE:xT( 
{: k tauconv tau field in a number of points ••• 
epsmax x:}); NLCR; t:= epsmax:= taumax:= o; taumin:= int; k:= o; 
expon:= 1; ANSOL(U) 
end; 
real 
procedure STEPSIZE(A, c, a, b, c); procedure A, C; array a, b, c; 
begin A(a, b); C(b, c); 
tauconv:= h2de X NORM(a, 1) / (NORM(b, 1) X abs(b2 X 12 - 6)); 
STEPSIZE:= if tauconv < taustab then tauconv else taustab 
end; 
real 
procedure NORM(a)length: (1); array a; integer 1; 
begin real s, aj; 
s:= o; 
for j:= 1 step - 1 until 1 do 
begin aj:="a[1]; s:= aj X aT+ send; 
NORM:= sqrt(s) 
end eucludi.an norm ; 
procedure Uxxxx(a, b); array a, b; 
begin integer n; 
real h4dem1; 
h4dem1 := 1 / (h2de X h2de); 
for j := 1 step - 1 until 1 do 
oegin n:= JX10 - 5; -
a[j]:= (b[n + 2] - b[n + 1] X 4 + b[n] X 6 - b[n - 1] X 4 
+ b[n - 2]) X h4dem1 
end 
end;-
procedure C2k(a, b); array a, b; 
begin for J:= 1 step 1 until 2 do CORRECTIETERM(J, a, b); 
for j:= 1 stepl until 1 doa[j] := a[j X 10.- 5] 
end;- - -
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procedure ANS0L(a); array a; 
for j := Nmin 1 step - 1 until ~1 do 
begin x:= j x h; a[j] := ( - x ,,f\ 3+ 1) xx x expon + 1 ~; 
procedure C0RRECTIEI'ERM(i., a., b); integer i; array a, b; 
begin D(a); IDIT(i - 1., b); 
for j:= Nmin 1 step - 1 until 1 ~ a[j]:= a[j] + b[j]; 
end;- -
procedure IDIT(i)with results in array: (a); integer 1; array a; 
begin integer sgn; 
real procedure F(x); value x; real x; 
F: = expon x (( x x x + 12) x x =77 x x; 
if 1 = 0 then 
'6egin a[ 1 ] := F(h) + 1 / h2de; 
a[Nmin1]:= F(Nmin1 X h) + 1 / h2de; 
for j:= Nmin 2 step - 1 until 2 do a[j]:= F(j x h) 
end- - -
else 
'6egin sgn:= EVEN(i); 
for j:= Nmin 1 step - 1 until 1 ~ a[j] := sgn x F(j x h); 
end- -
end !MT= Ith time Derivative of Inhomogeneous Term; 
procedure D(G); array G; 
begin real a, b; 
end; 
a:~2 X G[1] + G[2]; 
for j:= 2 step 1 until Nmin 2 do 
oegin b:= <TTJ"- 1] - G[j] X 2 +G[j + 1 ]; G[j - 1] := a/ h2de; 
a:= b 
end; 
GfNmin1] := (G[Nmin2] - G[Nmin1] X 2) / h2de; 
G[Nmin2] := b / h2de 
procedure 0UTPUT(A, B, C); array A, B, C; 
begin ABSFIJCT(6, 0, k); FLoT(10, 1., tauconv); FLDT(10, 1., tau); 
for j:= per step per until Nmin1 do FLOT(3, 1, A[j]); ANSOL(B); 
for j:;:: Nmin1 step - 1 until 1 do-C[j]:= A[j] - B[j]; 
eps:= NDRM(C., Nmin1) / NORM(B, Nmin1) x 100; FLDT(3, 1, eps); 
if eps > epsmax then 
'6egin kmax:= k; epsmax:= eps; PRSYM(66) end; 
NLCR; if eps > 1 000 then goto ready -
end; - --
procedure PR nlcr; PR string(~ 
$); 
procedure PR string(s); strings; 
begin PRINTTEXT(s); PUTEXT(s) ~; 
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PR string( 
{:_'results diffusian equation with inhomogeneous term and controlled timestep 
270470, Ut= Uxx + exp(-t) x (~4 + 12 xx i 2 - x), u(o,t)= u(1,t)= 1, 
U(x,0)= 1 + x .... ~4, opl: U= 1 + exp(-t) X (x - ~4); 
':t ); inx:= READ; int:= READ; first:= READ; step:= READ; 
last::: READ; 
new order: I:= READ; if I< 0 then goto ready; beta:= READ; 
begin array B[ 1 :I]; -
for i:";' 1 step 1 until I do B[ i] := READ; PUNLCR; PUTEXT( 
i ' N -ii - ~ -kmax taumin: taumax: 
Epsmax: comptime degree=:l,); .AJ3SFIXP(2, 0, I); PUTEXT({: 1:J,);-PUNLCR; 
for N:= first step step until last do 
begin Nminl := ~1; Nmin2:= N - 2;-
per: = if N > 10 then N: 10 + 1 else 1; 
l:= ifN > 1 0 then entier(N / 1 0)eise 1; 
begin array U[o:1:TT, AUxxxx[ 1 :l], c-;7-CTJ)IT, ARANS0L, AC2k, 
ANSOL min U[1 :Nmin1]; 
INPUT(inx, int, U); b2:= B[2]; 
comment begin cycle; 
next level: for j: = Nmin 1 step - 1 until 1 do 
AC2k[j]:=lTT°j]:= U[j]; --
tau:= STEPSIZE(Uxxxx, C2k, AUxxxx, AC2k, AIDIT); 
if tau> taumax then taumax:= tau; 
TI tau< taumin then taumin:= tau; 
for i:= 1 step 1---G:iitil I do 
'6egin real bi, coeff; -
C0~IETERM(i, C, AIDIT); bi:= B[i]; 
if k = 0 AN= first then 
begin NLCR; FL0T(13, 2, bi); if i = I then 
begin PRINTTEXT({:=B(i),i=1~,3 ••. ,~CR; NLCR 
end 
end; 
'coeff:= tau ii X bi; 
for j:=Nmin 1 step-1 until 1 doU[j]:=U[j] + coeff 
xl;[j] 
end PI ( tauD) Uk; 
t:= t + tau; k:= k + 1; expon:= exp( - t); 
0UTPUT(U, ARANSOL, ANS0Lmin U); 
if t < int then goto next level; 
comment end cycl~egin compact results; 
PUNLCR; if N = first then 
begin PUN!CR; PUTEXT(:rn.umber of mesurepoints=:J,); 
ABSFIXP(3, 0, (last - first) : step+ 1); PUNLCR; 
PUNLCR -
end; 
~IXP(3, 0, N); PUSYM(118); FL0P(3, 1, h); PUSYM(118); 
.AJ3SFIXP(3, 0, k); PUSYM(118); .AJ3SFIXP(3, 0, kmax); 
PUSYM(118); FL0P(3, 1, taumin); PUSYM(118); 
FL0P(3, 1, taumax); PUSYM(118); FL0P(3, 1, epsmax); 
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comp. time figure 3 
Numerical values of the coefficients Sj in 12 decimals exact. 
n=l +.1000000000000]0+ 1 
n=2 + o 100000000000010+ 1 +" 125000000000010- 0 
n=3 +. 1 000000000000 10+ 1 +. 1481 487 487 48O1cr O +. 548696844992910- 2 
n=4 + ~ 100000000000010+ 1 + .1 562500000000 10- 0 +. 781250000000010- 2 +. 1 22O703125OOO1cr 3 
n=5 +.100000000000010+ 1 +.1600000000001 10- 0 +.896OOOOOOOOO21o- 2+~2O479999999991cr 3 +.16384OOOOOOOO1cr 5 
n==6 +,1000000000000 10+ 1 +.162037037037010- 0 +.960219478737710- 2 +.257201646O9O41cr 3 +.3175328964O791cr 5 +.147005970559310- 7 
n=7 +. 100000000000010+ 1 +. 163265306122410- 0 +. 999583506872210- 2 + .29142376293661cr 3 + .43614440711 56 10- 5 +, 323669318824110- 7 
+. 94 3642328934010- 1 
n=8 +.1000000000000 10+ 1 +.164062500000010- 0 +01025390625000 10- 1 +.3147125244141 10- 3 +.5245208740234 10- 5 +.484287738800010- 7 
+.23283064 3653910- 9 + .454747350886510-12 
n=9 +.100000000000010+ 1 +.164609053498010- O +~1O432014O9OOO1cr 1 +.331175050476010- 3 +,.590572792343710- 5 +.6186321805323 10- 7 
+. 377675323890210- 9 +. 124 33755519O210-l l + .17O559O6O617410-l 4 
n=lO +.100000000000010+ 1 +.,165000000000010- 0 +.105600000000010- 1 +.3432000000001 10- 3 +.640639999999910- 5 +.7280000000000 10- 7 
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